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ACTIVITIES DURING YOUR ATTENDANCE AT THIS CONFERENCE:

Cities Identity Through Architecture and Arts (CITAA) – 4 th Edition due to pandemic
situation was held on 14-15 December 2020 in collaboration with University of Pisa, Italy. I
have presented my research paper (Design of Sustainable Smart Bus Station: ase study of
Bilecik, Turkey) in the 3th session of conference on 15th December. Conference was an
interdisciplinary organization in the filed of architecture, art, history, cultural heritage,
technology etc. so there were a lot of different studies under different topics (design, cities,
architecture, heritage etc.). Each session was created with different themes such as; city
formation and indentification, contemporary arts, city visual arts and visualization,
regulation, integration and sustainability.
The conference started with the speech of Prof. Francesco Alberti (Conference Chair &
Professor at the Department of Architecture (DiDA), University of Florence), Prof. Luca
Lanini, (Associate Professor at DESTeC of University of Pisa), Prof. Rocco Rizzo (Full
Professor & Director of (DESTeC) -Dept. of Energy and System Engineering, Centro Piaggio,
University of Pisa). Participants from all over the World presented their latest research
results, ideas, developments, and applications in their study area.
In the sessions I attended “Regulation, Integration and Sustainability”, some of the works
were interesting. One of the presentations was about “The Future of Urban Living:
Innovations in Co-living Spaces, İzmir-Turkey” and another interesting research was
“Reforming significance of Historic buildings with Energy Efficiency Studies: A case study of
Indo Saracenic buildings in Jaipur, Rajasthan”. In the same way, I explained the concept and
design princiles of sustainable smart bus station. Also talked about process-based design
contains the six step defined procedure as; -develop the design goals for producibility, develop a plan for product and process, -set off design components for mountability, redesign the elements taking the case of manufacturing in consideretaion and also apply
optimization and adjust the design.

I mentioned on my presentation “This Research is supported by Cost CA16228 – European
Network for Game Theory”.
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IMPACT ON YOUR RESEARCH AND FUTURE COLLABORATIONS (if applicable)

After peer reviewing process, the full text will be publish in The International Journal of
Academic Research Community Publication (ARChive) online by IEREK Press.
The conference organization was very successful. I had a great opportunity to meet and
communicate online with different academicians from other countries and universities all
around the world through this meeting. The experiences and knowledge that I have gained
in this conference have formed the basis for my future researches. My major is Landsacape
Architecture, so in my future researches, I will prioritize making greener and more
environmentally friendly designs with the contribution of technology within the framework
of urban design.
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